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Abstract. A temperature-variable microspectrophotometer has been newly con-

structed. The measurable range of the instrument is from 440 to 700 nm， and the 

temperature can be varied from room temperature to 92K. Absorption stectra of trans 

K[ Co(mal)2(Py).]・2H，O，trans-K[Co(oxlz(抑lz]・3H20，and trans-K[Co(ida).]・2H20

have been measured. The oscillator strength of 1 A，g→1 Eg transition band steeply 

decreases with a decreasing temperature， while that of the 1 A，g→'A2g transition band 

slightly decreases. The oscillator strength of 1 A，g→'Eg in the bis (malonato) complex 

decreases more ste日plythan the corresponding one in the bis (oxalato) complex. From 

the temperature dependence of the oscillator strengths， a perturbing mode of each 

transition band has been evaluated. 

Introduction 

Transition metal complexes exhibit weak absorption bands due to a ligand field 

transition in a visible region. The ligand field transition is inherently forbidden， since the 

initial and final states have the same parity (i.e. even). The appearance of the weak 

absorption bands is explained in terms of a vibronic mechanism in which the even~parity 

states mix with an odd-parity state through an odd-parity molecular vibration (i.e. a 

perturbing mode).l) A direct method to investigate the vibronic mechanism in mixed-

ligand complexes is to measure the vibrational fine structure of a ligand field transition 

band at helium temperature. Urushiyama et al.日)have observed the vibrational fine 

structures of 1 A1g→lA2g (D4h) transition band in trans-[Co(CNh(N品)4J+ and trans-

[Co(CNh(仰 hJ+ complexes at 4.2K. However， there are few mixed-ligand complexes 

which exhibit fine structures of transition bands. 

An alternative method is to measure a temperature dep~ndence of band intensities. 
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τhe 0:[ a transition band is charactεrizδd 2!n osciUator f， 

which is cakulatεan of the band area ; 

f =4.322 >( 

where s( v) i8 a molar extinction coefficient at wavenumber 1/. If a state is in 

thermal eCluHibrium. thlεoscillator SfT日lQ:thof a vibronicallv ailowed transition band. at a 

temperature， T K， is 'vritten as 1) 

=/(0) 2) 

where f(O) i8 the osciHator strength at 0 K， and is of a mode in 

a vlbronic m印 hanisrH固 Thesymbols 11 and k are Plank and Boltzman constants，日spec

The fllnction coth 1s ca!ied cotangent ， the value dec:rea8記 .vlithei日

1) vaJue and a Dubicki a日正 have

elect:ronic spεctra 01' C:r(HI}ε8 at various have 

found that the of a →4E:z transition band follovvs tb日 cothlaw and discus8ed 

the relation of vibrations to states which iend 

field transitio口1.bands. 

In this paper， a construct!Ofi of a 

spect:ra of trans--

temperature wiH be 

shovv no splitting of 1 

type such as trans-

band. 

fnstrume削 The

ExpeJrJmentaI 

and 

at various 

consists of a Hitachi 

compartment contain勾

ing a Schematic is shown in Flg. 1. The spectrophotometer is used 

as a monochrometer and a recorder. Monochromatic beam is divided into two a 

sedor mirror (8)， after a slit ins巴rtednewly in the The 

divided beams are refleded by total reflection p:risms and introduced into the 

sample compari:ment windovlTs 0，問1官ebe陀εan"'i

a condense印r(ι14の)and then led tωo a photωtωoml叫u叫ltiplie白r 助)臼lmal11汎lat臼suTV 

headon type R376) by a lenses used for the condenser and objective are 

Olympus L WDC plan 40x with 2mm羽10rkdistanc針。 Onthe other the reference 

beam is attenuated through a glid fi1ter and an iris diaphragm and led to tI1e 

photomultiplier by two quartz total reflection prisrns (17). 

The photomultipliεr ls storεd in a metal tubεand settled upper the sample compart匂

ment. High voitage 1S 8upplied to the photomultiplier a power unit of the spectro 



r1bs01ttio問 steclraof fmns-[Co(N)，(O)，] --(¥少ecomplωω 

Fig.l Sch己maticdi3.g:cam of a microspcctrophotometer 
A : Hitachi 323 Recording Sp以廿ophotomet巴r，
B: Sampl巴 Compartmεm.

1. light sourc邑

2. xnirror 
3. entrance slit 
4. col!imator 
5. prism 
6. exit slit 
7. slit 
8. sector mirror 
9. total reflectiol1 prism (quartz) 
1O. Roc:I1on prism 
H. glid filter 

12. iris diaphragm 
13. quartz window 
14. condenser 
15. sample stag巴 (copper)
16.obj日ctive
17. total reflection prisrn (ql1artz) 
18. quartz window 
19. photomultiplier 
20. main amplifi巴r
21. r日cord巴r

41 

Signals is fed from the photomuitiplier to a mail1 amplifier and a 

recorder of the spectrophotometer. 

A samplεis put on a thickness O.5mm)， and the plate is coveγed 

with a copper holder， which is settled 011 a copper stage. A copper pipe (o8mm) in which 

liquid nitrogen flows is attached under the copper stage. Si1icone grease (Toray， Is 

filled in any openings to raise heat conductivity. One side of a sample is to 

the copper holder by a bridge of silkone grease. 

nitrogen is supplied to the copper pipe by evaporating liquid nitrogen in a de'vvar 

bottle by a heater (300W). The sample compartment is evacuated with an oil diffusion 

pump (ULV AC， VPC-250) below 10-2 Pa to prevent the objective from freezing. A bel10ws 

tube has been inserted into an exhaust pipe to absorb vibrations of the vacuum pump. An 

outer wall of the sample cornpartment has been made OI a stainless-steel pipe (thickness 

10mm) to protect an optical system from di.stortion， and a11 apparatuses in the compart-

ment have been constructed on a stainless-steel plate (thickness 30mm). A therrnocouple 

(CRC) is attached with Apiezon grease N (J ames G， Biddle CO.，) near a sample crystal on 

a quartz plate， and temperature is measufed using a digital thermometer (Yokokawa， 

E. YEW TYPE 
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1:0 the literatures: trans-K 

6) traηs-

checked 'Nith a 

a Rochon 

CI ' l~O . 2HCl 'were measureゴata r00111 temperature， to examine the function or the 

instrument. 
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curves. T，lverεinto 

areas were calculated 

Gaussian functions 

the Ga.ussian 

rnodes 'Vver告白va11.;;atedfrom the ternperature 

1l1ethod. Calculations vv-ere carriec1 

』主側IIlUSand Di.scus自ion

Consfruction liぉstrumeni. .A base 1i口emeasured at transmittancεalmost flat in 

the re.don of 700 to 440 nm. The transmi::ted li忽btdecreas日sat a vv8.veleuQth snorter than 

The base lin日440nm. The decrease seems to be 

varied about at transmittance 

Vilas wlthin 1.5 deg:ree the flow rate of 

nitrogen (in the range of ca. 190 to often varied wHhin 3.0 The 

lowest attained on a quartzεwas 92K. Polarized absorption of 

t1/ans- 仰)zJClolら ，2HCl wel1 with those of the liter刻 ure.9)

うtion trans-[ゆeComtJlexe8， Since the comDlexes have 

a 1 AJg-> 1 transitiol1 band is to appear at a 

lower energy than a 一 '!Egtransition band in with a tran8-[Co(Nh(O)4J 

D4h state spiits into CJ.nd 

The observed spectra of 抑制 K 卜 areshown in 

羽r回 decreasedto 118.6K， The spectrurn aJ 288且王 exhibitsa broad 

tion and resεmbles sokrtion spectrum of the 

Hmvever， the specイトrumat 1l8.6K exhibits a口obvious shoulder， v，品ichis 

→1 Azg， at a lower side of the bancL Thereforε， the intensuy of the 

transition band obsεrved in the spectrum at a room tempεrature 18 

to 1 A1g→E~o As the temperature the maximum s11ifts to a lower 

frequency and the of the transition band decreases図

The of trans-K[ 印Y)2卜 3Hz0 are illustrated in Fig. 3. Since the 

complex has the same chromophore as the bis complex， a similar of 

the →1 T1g band 18 anticipated. However， an shoulaer "¥;va8 not di8cern-

2. The 
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30 i¥bsorption sp日ctra of traJ1s-}( 

・3H20at 1) 263JK， 2) 247.9K， 

20) 22004K， 4) 197.7Xに 5)167.3K号 6)126.9K， 

7) 111.1K 

Fig. l¥.bsorption spectra of trans-I{ 

。2H，Oat 1) 26時4K司

2) 247.6K， 3) 224.4K， 4) 207.91仁 5)177.8K， 

6) 1~)3JiK ， 7) 132βK， 8) 11806K 

2 Fig. 

ible even at 111.lK. This Iact indicai:es that the of the シ1A02g transition 

component is mUCh¥Neaker than tha.t of the 今 transition

The of lrans-K [ぬん]' are shown in 

resolved of the j A1g→ 1 Tjg( Oh) band Vvas observed even at a room 

The temDerature 'NE!S decrεased to 1302K. 

A well-4 

Figo 4. Absorption spectra of trans-K [Co(ida)，]・

2H20 at 1) 266.H仁2)247061¥.， 3) 22609K， 

4) 204.5K， 5) 186.7K， 6) 168.3K， 7) 14900K， 

8) 13002K 
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As to the trans-[Co(idahJ -and trans一[Co(mal)z(抑)2]-complexes， the absorption 

curves were analyzed into symmetrical Gaussian curves by an iterative procedure.8) 

Absorption spectra are usually plotted against either wavelength or wavenumber. When 

the spectra plotted against wavenumber were analyzed， calculated curves disagreed with 

the observed ones at the feet of the Gaussian curves. Therefore， a weak band which 

appears near an intense band can not be reliably separated in this manner. On the other 

hand， an analysis employed wavelength resulted in a good agreement even at the feet of the 

Gaussian curves. Consequently， the curve analysis was carried out by using absorption 

spectra plotted against wavelength in this study. As to trans-K [Co(ox)z(抑h]， an analysis 

into two Gaussian curves was unsuccessful， since the splitting of the absorption band was 

unclear even at 111.1K. The absorption spectra of this complex in the 1 A，g→'T，g(Oh) 
region were analyzed as a single Gaussian function which corresponded to 1 Ag→'Eg 

transition band. It is notably to point out that the fitness between the observed and 

calculated curves became poor with decreasing temperature. 

The spectral areas which are integrals of Gaussian curves decrease with decreasing 

temperature. If it is assumed that a single perturbing mode is specially effective in an 

intensity-borrowing mechanism， the frequency of the mode is evaluated according to the 

coth law of Eq. 2. The coth curves obtained by a least-squares method are illustrated in 

Fig. 5. The oscillator strength of 1 A，g→'Eg in the bis (malonato) complex decreases most 

steeply with a perturbing mode of 275cm-1， as the temperature decreases. The perturbing 

f(TI 
f(OI 

1島 5

1.0 

100 150 200 250 Y/K 

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of oscillator strengths; 
o 'A，g→'Eg transition band of trans -K 

[Co(mal)必ry)，]・2H20，. 
ム 'A，g→'Eg transition band of 叩町一K

[Co(ox)，ω'Y)2]・3H.O，

口:'A，g→'Eg transition band of trans-K[Co(ida)，]・

2H20， ・:'A，g→'A2gtransition band of trans-K[Co(ida)，]・

2品O.
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mode l:0 1A1g→ io the bis 
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This 

than theγalue obtcuned in t11εbis Since the t¥iVO 

have shnilar skeietal. structme， thεdlfferenceてnaybe due to the 

The oxaJato 口dforms a tig 

while the malonato 九dforms a flexible. "i文 memberεdchεlatε 

compl日x ¥vhich contains four five-membered chelate rings， thε mode for 

the 1 transition is evaluated as 3'72 cm-1 

The osdllator of 1 in the bis complの:

mode uf L175cm人 Thevalue is 

the i A，g-_+1 transition band in the bis complex was not on account 

01' εenors， a mode of this transition band is estirnated to ca固 500cm-1frorn 

the similar to that of the corresponding band in the bis(ida) 

'1'、he臼r右叫εef司O仇r也I鳥三お， i比ti勾白 Cむ印1日1du日lded山a叫tth球εpμef曙cm山rl七bingmo仁dεS0吋fllt1ばg→→， 1Aタ?~ h五la炉τ丸ア

lhan tはh仁oseof lA，g一》ρinth(尽':; iか川ピuω11幻'lS一[じCも
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